
Демоверсия для проведения  промежуточной  аттестации по предмету 

«английский  язык » для 9 классов. 

I аудирование. Прослушать диалоги и выполнить задание. 

II Use of English. 

1 Find and circle the odd one out. 

Biography  sculpture  fantasy  science fiction □  

2 Circle the correct alternatives. 

   She’s very ambitious / punctual. She always arrives on time. 

   Recycling / Improving waste helps to protect the environment. 

3 Complete the sentences with the verbs in 

brackets. Use the present simple or present 

continuous. 

   What (do) this evening? 

  My parents (not want) me to spend so much time on my computer. 

4   Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets. Use the past simple 

or past continuous. 

T hen the receptionist  (come) into my office. 

 She (tell) me someone (wait) for me in Reception. 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

Use the past simple, past continuous or present perfect. 

       I (watch) TV when I(hear) a bang. 

 While I (read) my book I (sit) on the sofa. 

 I(never see) such a beautiful painting. 

6 Circle  the  correct alternatives. 

 I would be very unhappy if I fail / failed the  Exam. 

 If they play well, they will win / won’t win the  match. 

 



III Reading 

Read the text. Are the sentences true or false ? 

If you ask people from other countries what they associate with the UK, they 

often mention the weather. Most people associate the UK with negative forms 

of weather – wind, rain and frog. 

It is true that the UK is one of the windiest countries in Europe, but it is not the 

rainiest. In fact, London only gets 611mm of rain a year, while Lisbon gets 702 

mm, Amsterdam gets 831mm and Zurich in Switzerland gets an amazing 1079 

mm. 

The average annual temperature in London is 11.7 degrees Celsius .This 

average  temperature is cooler than Madrid ( 13 degrees) but warmer than Paris 

(11.2 degrees), Berlin (8.9 degrees) and Zurich (8.3 degrees). This means that 

Zurich is both wetter and cooler than London. 

In the 19
 
th  century  and the early part of the 20

 
th century, fog was a major 

problem in London and in some years there are no foggy days at all. 

Finally , here is some advice for visitors to the UK : ‘if you  don’t like the 

weather , wait a minute’. One thing that is certainly true about the British 

weather is that it is changeable – in a single day you can have sun , rain , wind 

and even snow! 

a London is wetter than Zurich. 

b Fog was rare in London in the 19 th century. 

c The average  temperature in Paris is warmer than in Madrid. 

d  British weather is changeable. 

e  London is colder than Zurch. 

f  Fog is rare in London today. 

 

 

 

 



IV Writing. 

 Read about Sarah. Circle the reasons why she is unhappy. Then write an e-

mail to Sarah giving her advice (5 sentences). 

 Sarah is a 17-year-old English girl from Manchester. She is really unhappy at 

the moment because her parents want to emigrate to Canada. Sarah doesn’t 

want to leave her school, her friends or her boyfriend. 

   V Раздел. Говорение . Диалогическая речь. 

Разыграйте диалог: разговор с прохожим. Расспросите  прохожего, как 

добраться до центра Москвы, выясните, сколько у вас это займёт времени. 

Данное задание обязательно для домашней подготовки ( выучить 

наизусть весь диалог ). 

Пример ответа: 

P1: Excuse me , I’m a stranger here. Could  you tell me how to get to the centre  of 

Moscow ? 

P2: You can get there by the metro. There is an express bus that will take you to 

the nearest metro station. 

P1: How long will it take ? 

P 2: About half an hour. And it will take another half an hour to go by the metro to 

the centre. 

P1: Can I take a taxi ? 

P2: Sure  you can. Go straight  down to the traffic lights, then turn left, the taxi is 

over there, in the square. 

P1: Oh, thank you very much. 

P2: You are welcome. 

P1: Good bye. Have a nice day. 

P2: Good bye 

 

 

 



 

 

 


